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Question No: 1  

Which actions can you accomplish using a process chain? There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

Choose: 

 

A. Create aggregates 

 

B. Activate DataStore objects data 

 

C. Delete indexes 

 

D. Delete InfoObjects 

 

Answer: B,C 

 

 

Question No: 2  

What can you use transformation rules for? There are 2 correct answers to this question. Choose: 

 

A. To harmonize the data from different source systems 

 

B. To store the source data in the Persistent Staging Area (PSA) 

 

C. To enrich and change extracted data 

 

D. To use an InfoPackage as a source object 

 

Answer: A,C 

 

 

Question No: 3  

What can you do during the data activation of a DataStore object (DSO)? There are 2 correct answers to 

this question. Choose: 

 

A. Upload data into the DSO 

 

B. Delete the contents of the DSO 

 

C. Update other InfoProviders from the DSO 

 

D. Execute queries on the DSO  
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Answer: A,D 

 

 

Question No: 4  

Which of the following standard aggregation options can you choose when you model key figures in SAP 

BW? 

There are 3 correct answers to this question. Choose: 

 

A. Summation (SUM) 

 

B. Last value (LAS)  

 

C. Minimum (MIN)  

 

D. Average (AVG) 

 

E. Maximum (MAX) 

 

Answer: A,C,E 

 

 

Question No: 5  

You have loaded data into a standard DataStore object. This data has NOT yet been activated. What can 

you do to accelerate the activation process? Choose one: 

 

A. Choose the SID Generation During Activation option in the settings of the standard DataStore Object 

 

B. Choose the Overwrite option for the key figures in the transformation rules 

 

C. Choose the unique data records option in the settings of the standard DataStore object 

 

D. Create additional indexes for the standard DataStore object 

 

Answer: C 

 

 

Question No: 6  

You are working in SAP BW projects and SAP ERP projects What functions are unique to the SAP BW 

projects? 

There are 2 correct answers to this question. Choose: 

 

A. How to handle multiple currencies 
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B. How to handle user authorizations 

 

C. How to handle queue delta loads 

 

D. How to manage master data coming from different source systems 

 

Answer: C,D  

 

 

Question No: 7  

What happens during the creation of an infocube? There are 3 correct answers to this question. Choose: 

 

A. Dimension that contain multiple characteristics are set as line item dimensions  

 

B. The charactesristic OREQUID (Request ID) is assigned to the Data Package dimension 

 

C. The unit of measure or currency of each key figure in assigned in the unit dimension 

 

D. Navigational attributes are assigned to a separate dimension 

 

E. Compounded characteristics of select characteristics are chosen 

 

Answer: B,C,E 

 

 

Question No: 8  

Which of the following SAP BW InfoProviders is typically used in the Enterprise Data Warehouse (EDW) 

layer? Choose one: 

 

A. InfoSet 

 

B. MultiProvider 

 

C. InfoCube 

 

D. Stardard DataStore object 

 

Answer: D 

 

 

Question No: 9  

You want to transfer data from an infocube in an SAP BW system A to an Infocube in SAP BW system B 

Which sets of Objects can you use? 
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There are 2 correct answers to this question. Choose: 

 

A.  

-export datasource 

-replicated export datasource 

-infopackage 

-transformation 

-data transfer process 

 

B.  

-target infocube as open hub destination 

-transformation 

-data transfer process 

 

C.  

-Generic data source 

-replicated generic datasource 

-infopackage 

-trasformation 

-data transfer process 

 

D.  

-Qperational data provisioning (ODP) source system 

-Datasource for the infoprovider of SAP BW System A 

-transformation 

-data transfer process 

 

Answer: A,D 

 

 

Question No: 10  

Which archiving strategy would use to reduce the SAP BW database size and still allow reporting on an 

ad-hoc basis? Choose one: 

 

A. Classic archiving for data load request administration and log data 

 

B. Near-line storage archiving for InfoProvider data 

 

C. XML-based archiving to a WebDAV system for InfoProvider data 

 

D. Reload of archived data back into the InfoProvider 

 

Answer: B 
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Question No: 11  

In an SAP BW report you want to display the material group for a material for a specific key date. What do 

you need to do to achieve this? Choose one: 

 

A. Model the material group characteristic as a time-dependent attribute of the material characteristic 

 

B. Model the material characteristic with the two additional attributes Valid from and Valid to 

 

C. Model the material characteristic as a time-dependent attribute of the material group characteristic. 

 

D. Model the material and material group as InfoProvider characteristics 

 

Answer: A 

 

 

Question No: 12  

You notice that some queries based on the SALES InfoCube are taking too much time 

Which actions can you perform to improve the performance of these queries? There are 2 correct 

answers to this question. Choose: 

 

A. Schedule the attribute change run after the data load 

 

B. Partition the SALES infoCube 

 

C. Load the master data before the transaction data 

 

D. Create an aggregate for these queries 

 

Answer: B,D 

 

 

Question No: 13  

Which source systems can you use as a provider in Operational Data Provisioning? There are 2 correct 

answers to this question. Choose: 

 

A. SAP LT Replication Server (SLT)  

 

B. SAP IQ (formerly SAP Sybase IQ)  

 

C. SAPBW 

 

D. SAP Data Services 
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